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Introduction

Plasma equilibrium reconstruction is a vital tool for processing and interpretation of a toka-

mak experimental data. The reconstructions are primarily based on magnetic diagnostic data.

This contribution investigates how different input datasets impact the outputs of the equilibrium

reconstruction code EFIT++ at COMPASS tokamak. The robustness of proposed magnetic diag-

nostics of the COMPASS-Upgrade tokamak is investigated from the perspective of equilibrium

reconstruction.

EFIT++

The EFIT++ reconstruction code, implemented as a combination of C++ and Fortran90 [1],

is based on the original Fortran77 version developed by L. Lao in 1985 [2]. It uses experimen-

tal measurements to constrain a solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation describing toroidally

symmetric plasma in MHD equillibrium:[
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~B(R,Z) · ~dS is the poloidal flux function and F = BTor · R. EFIT++ solves

the equation for Ψ(R,Z) in a two-step iterative process, parametrizing the p′ ≡ ∂ p/∂Ψ and

FF ′ ≡ ∂ (F2)/∂Ψ with polynomials, . The degree of such polynomial representations together

with other numerical parameters has a significant impact on both the reconstructed quantities

and convergence properties of the iterative solution. Another influence is brought to the recon-

struction by the constraining experimental data. An agreement between EFIT-predicted values

and directly measurable quantities can be in principle improved (i) by precise alignment of the

diagnostics providing the experimental input (ii) by adding new constraining signals (iii) by

changing the degree of the p′ and FF ′ polynomial representation and other numerical parame-

ters.
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Equilibrium diagnostics and coil geometry optimization

Standard experimental input to EFIT at COMPASS is provided by 16 internal partial Ro-

gowski (IPR) coils of finite length located at the toroidal position φ = 347.50◦ that provide

local Bpol measurements. In addition, Bpol and Bnorm measurements are supplied by two arrays

of divertor Mirnov coils (MC) at φ = 133.25◦, formed by 8 tangential and 8 normal diver-

tor MC respectively. Ψ is directly measured by 4 flux loops (FL). Positions of the diagnostics

are shown in the Figure 1. In this contribution, the impact of the following three input data

sets on the reconstructed equilibria is studied: (i) minimal variant with signals from 16 IPRs

Figure 1: Diagnostics used for equilib-

rium reconstruction

(ii) minimal variant with optimized coil geometry (iii)

extended variant with optimized IPR geometry, the

divertor MCs and flux loops. In vacuum discharges,

EFIT-computed signals of Bpol for each coil based on

currents in five PF circuits of COMPASS, which are

ramped up and down ina series, were compared to the

measurements, and a discrepancy was found amongst

majority of the IPRs. The calculated signals were be-

low data in certain PF circuit flat-tops, and above for

different ones. This was atributed to a misalignment

and displacement of the coils, i.e. error in the R, Z and

θ position. In analogy with [3], 4912 runs of EFIT on

vacuum discharge #6413 were performed, each with

independent artificial R and Z displacement in range

[−4mm, +4mm] and the poloidal angle (θ ) misalign-

ment in range [−4◦, +4◦]. The most probable set of IPR geometry corrections was determined

by least square difference between calculated and measured signals.

Comparison with the reciprocating probe measurements

For each of the variants of the input data, EFIT-calculated position of the outer midplane

(OMP) separatrix (RS
EFIT ) was compared to that measured by reciprocating probe. During

discharge, the probe moves into the plasma, measuring the radial profile of plasma potential

[4]. Evidence suggests that the plasma potential peak may correspond to the separatrix po-

sition (RS
Probe) [4][5]. 132 L-mode divertor plasmas were analyzed, yielding distributions of

d =RS
EFIT −RS

Probe for various data sets and numerical settings shown in the Figure 2. The mean

value of d yields (i) dM = (−1.9±0.4) cm for the minimal input, (ii) dMO = (−1.4±0.3) cm for

minimal input with optimized IPR coil geometry, and (iii) dM2 = (−0.6±0.3) cm for minimal
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optimized input with second-order polynomial representation of p′ and FF ′.

Figure 2: Histograms of the difference between reconstructed and measured OMP separatrix for

different input data sets

For the input variant with added divertor MCs and FLs, dM = (−0.6± 1.1) cm shows very

large variance, which is partly due to problems with numerical integration of the divertor MC

signals. The second-order reconstruction failed to converge in vast majority of cases with this

input variant.

COMPASS-U magnetics design

EFIT++ is also used to evaluate the capability of proposed magnetic diagnostics system of

COMPASS-Upgrade to robustly reconstruct the plasma magnetic equilibrium within the re-

quired accuracy and precision. The reference is the baseline scenario equilibrium modelled in

FIESTA equilibrium code [7], from which the corresponding signals of magnetic sensors were

obtained. Subsequently, effects of random and systematic errors in sensor positioning, align-

ment and measurement precision were introduced into the signals, which were then used as an

input of EFIT reconstruction. One of the resulting equilibria, calculated from signals of MCs

and FLs with random Gaussian errors with variances σpos = 1 cm, σang = 2◦ and σrel = 5%

introduced into R, Z placement, poloidal angle and relative error of measurement respectively

is shown in the Figure 3. In total, 99 runs with these variances were performed and resulting

absolute difference between OMP and top separatrix points were statisticaly analyzed. The pre-

sented result falls within one σ from both OMP and top separatrix mean absolute difference.

Furthermore, a reference EFIT reconstruction using the original sensor input files without these

artificial errors, also shown in Figure 3 shows a negligible numerical difference from the FI-

ESTA equilibrium, hence fully attributing any differences to the effect of the above-mentioned

errors.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the reference and reconstructed equilibria

Conclusion

The coil geometry optimization improved the agreement between RS
EFIT −RS

Probe, especially

for the second-degree polynomial flux function representation. In the analysed sample, the mean

difference dropped by 1.3 cm (68%) wrt. the routinely used EFIT input. First simulations of the

proposed COMPASS-Upgrade MC and FL capability to reconstruct equilibrium were calculated

including random errors, with acceptable difference from the reference equilibrium.
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